
SLATE VALLEY UNIFIED UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Regular Meeting

Monday, March 8, 2021
Connect Virtually by going to:
meet.google.com/jzz-apgt-bsw

Or by calling: (US) +1 6170675-4444 PIN: 849 660 115 6341#

Approved Minutes
Name Role/Term Town Representing In Attendance

Pati Beaumont Board Member Benson X

Rebeckah St. Peter Board Member Benson X

Becky Spears Board Member Benson X

Toni Lobdell Board Member Castleton X

Tim Smith Board Chair Castleton X

Julie Finnegan Board Member Castleton X

Christine Pouliot Board Member Hubbardton X

Joshua Hardt Board Member Hubbardton X

Vacant Board Member Hubbardton -

Tanya Tolchin Board Member West Haven X

Angela Charron Board Member West Haven x

Vacant Board Member West Haven -

Tara Buxton Board Member - Clerk of Board Fair Haven X

Mike Bache Board Member Fair Haven X

Rick Wilson Board Member Fair Haven X

Peter Stone Board Vice Chair Orwell X

Glen Cousineau Board Member Orwell X

John Wurzbacher Board Member Orwell X

Brooke Olsen Farrell Superintendent Slate Valley UUSD X

Cheryl Scarzello Director of Finance Slate Valley UUSD X

Chris Cole Director of  Operations Slate Valley UUSD X

Casey O’Meara Director of Curriculum I&A Slate Valley UUSD X

Kris Benway Director of Special Services Slate Valley UUSD X

Audience Attending: Margaret Hayward, Amy Roy, tt, Sheri Young, Walter Ripley, Kim Lucci, Karon
Chanski, Amanda Keller, **09, Kim Alexander, Kim Ransom, Jen Clement, Bonnie Lenihan
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Pledge of Allegiance:

Call to Order - 6:30 P.M.: Brooke Olsen Farrell called the meeting to order at  6:30 p.m. and to take
nominations for the Board Chair for this year going forward.

Board Reorganization:
A. Board Responsibilities
B. Code of Ethics
C. Town Meeting Follow-Up

Brooke Olsen Farrell, Superintendent started the meeting with the Reorganization of Board.  She was
seeking nominations for Board Chair.  Tara Buxton made a motion to nominate Tim Smith as Board
Chair, this was seconded by Toni Lobdell.  Rebekah St. Peter made a motion to nominate Julie
Finnegan as Board Chair, Julie responded by declining as she is involved in a graduate course.
Motion carried to have Tim Smith as the Board Chair.
Tim Smith took over as Board Chair and called for nominations of the Board Vice Chair. Toni Lobdell
made a motion to nominate Glen Cousineau as Vice Chair, Mike Bache seconded that; there were no
other nominations; Motion carried by the full Board. Glen Cousineau made a motion to nominate Tara
Buxton as Clerk of the Board, Peter Stone seconded this motion; there were no other nominations;
Motion carried.
Tim also asked the Board members to indicate and sign up for the committees that they want to serve
on.  He noted that the Executive Committee and Stafford Committee and Sick Bank Committee’s
appeared to be left off the list.  Existing members on all of these committees agree to continue.
Tim mentioned that Sheri Nichols sent out the Board Responsibilities and the Code of Ethics and that
people should update their information and submit it to Sheri and sign the Code of Ethics and sign
and return it.
Conversation took place about Town Meeting follow-up and the passing of the vote.  Tim Smith
thanked voters for their support.  He noted that we as a Board will continue our trust building as an
on-going topic. Several expressed concern that the voting public as whole did not show up in large
numbers.  Troublesome that roughly only 1,600 voters showed up.

Superintendent Farrell reminded the Board Chair that we have make a  motion to name the paper(s)
of record.  Peter Stone made a motion to have the Addison Independent list all the same information
and be used right along with the Rutland Herald. This was seconded by Glen Cousineau.  Discussion
ensued about the cost analysis.  Motion was carried by the full Board to have both papers used as
Papers of Record with all the same information.

Christine Pouliot made a motion to accept the published record of the two Board Meetings a month
which would commence at 6:30 p.m. on the second and fourth Monday of the month, with the
Committee meetings held before these Board Meetings (at 5:30 p.m.) again as outlined in the
published calendar.  This was seconded by Michael Bache.   Angela Charron asked about the idea of
switching to one meeting per month.  Discussion ensued and the general consensus was that at this
point we need to be available twice a month to get the updates on COVID and all the other changes.
John Wurzbacher made a suggestion to look at this again in September of 2021.

Approval of Agenda: Peter Stone made a motion to approve the agenda with no changes; this was
seconded by Glen Cousineau; motion was carried by the full Board.

Approval of SVUUSD Board Minutes - February 8, 2021: Peter Stone made a motion to approve the
minutes of February 8, 2021; this was seconded by John Wurzbacher.  Motion was carried by the full
Board.
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Public Comment: None

Correspondence: None

Committee Reports:
● Finance Committee: Glen gave an overview about ESSR funds. CRF Update: Cheryl sent

information in the Board packets. Casey and Cheryl worked on the ESSR I grant last Friday,
the 5th of March and submitted it. It was approved today for $436,356.  Most of the approved
money of ESSR 1 funds pays for bus aides, extra janitors, and other COVID related expenses.
Per Cheryl the district received notification last week of our ESSER II allocation in the amount
of $1,860,740 which has to be spent on or before September 30, 2023.  Some of these monies
might be able to be used to offset ventilation costs and some technology needs in the new
Middle School  revisions at FHUHS.  ESSER III funds will also soon be available.  Cheryl
discussed recent legislation that is being proposed related to eFinance Plus software that is
currently being used by Slate Valley and other school districts in the state.  She shared the
concerns that she and others have about the system.

● Warrants: Total Payments: Glen Cousineau made a motion to approve payments in the amount
of $1,554,272.13.  This was seconded by Peter Stone; motion was carried by the full Board.

● Food Service Payments: Glen Cousineau made a motion to approve the Food Service bills in
the amount of $41,610.25; this was seconded by Peter Stone; motion was carried by the full
Board.

● Grant Payments: Glen Cousineau made a motion to approve the Grant Payments in the
amount of  $13,693.22; this was seconded by  Christine Pouliot; motion was carried by the full
Board.

COVID Update: Brooke provided an update to the Board on COVID related issues.  Vaccinations
have started for our staff,  this is super exciting! It has relieved some anxiety for our staff.  The roll
out has been cumbersome and confusing. The State program was rolled out today and  was originally
promising on-site vaccinations which we learned today is not going to happen at local districts  The
closest  vaccination clinic will be held at Rutland. There are two clinics open in Rutland and we don’t
want staff out all at the same time. The Moderna vaccine is a six week process before staff or anyone
can be considered safe not to contract the virus. Brooke mentioned in accordance with the
Governor’s recommendations that we are tentatively looking at returning all students at the high
school level after the April Break, but we will not have all of our staff vaccinated by that time.  The
high school put out a survey today to students and staff about returning full time in person 5 days a
week for the last 6 weeks of the school year.  So far the results have been really mixed.  We continue
to watch the number of cases.  We need to make a firm decision within the next few weeks if we are
going to go full time with every student the last 6 weeks.  We are struggling with getting enough
available bus drivers as there is a shortage, which is even greater when there is a driver that needs to
quarantine due to potential exposures.  We are receiving information very slowly about the recovery
plan and what should be included.  We have strict deadlines to meet, but not a lot of information
about what our expectations are for writing and implementing the Recovery Plan by the imposed due
dates.  Tim Smith said the data for Slate Valley must look much different than many in the state as we
have been in session fully since September.  He wondered if Slate Valley has one of the highest
percentage rates for most in person learning.  Brooke said she is sure we must be as we are one of
the only districts fully open.

NWEA Presentation:  Casey O’Meara, Director of Curriculum shared a presentation with the Board
on NWEA in which he shared Growth Comparisons from last year at this time.  Casey shared that the
data showed, as we might have expected, that our students like those around the state show loss of
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skills over the past year in the area of mathematics, but for the most part we were able to maintain
our reading skills. Julie Finnegan noted that we use the NWEA data to drive instruction and wondered
if we will also be using this to drive our recovery plan.  Casey stated that this is one of the pieces of
data that would be used.  At the Elementary level we also use F & P information and course grades
and that we will triangulate all of this data.  It is harder to find such data at the high school level. Julie
also wondered at the high school level if there would be credit recovery needs.  Casey mentioned that
the 1.8 million allocation we just received was in large part to use for our recovery plan. Casey noted
that  we are still unsure if the state will require the SBAC assessment be done this Spring.

Employment Grant: Brooke sent out a memo to ask the Board to authorize an employment grant for
positions that are too hard to hire due to lack of applicants.  As of today we have 20 openings, four of
the 20 (Special Education) were never filled last year and knowing we now have 20 openings this is
the most we have had in many years.  Brooke proposes this employment  grant ($5,000.00) as a one
time way to attract  applicants for these hard to fill positions in Speech and Language, Mathematics,
Science and in our case Special Education.  She explained that some of the ESSER monies would
be funding these substantial costs and that this fund would not come out of the local budget.  Brooke
noted that many of these shortages are due to COVID and people leaving the teaching profession.
Brooke had worked out a side letter with the Teachers union to pay half of this fee at the beginning of
the year and half at the completion of the first year. Peter Stone made a motion to approve the
Employment Grant as described by the superintendent, this was seconded by Pati Beaumont;
discussion ensued.  Christine Pouliot wondered if we could extend the $5,000.00 over the period of
two school years or if it had to be paid in the same contractual year.  Brooke said she could revisit this
with the Union President, Kim Lucci.  The Motion was carried by the full Board.

Reorganization Next Steps: Brooke reminded the Board that next week brings the next round of
local listening tours.  Brooke will put out talking points.  She imagines the focus will be on the Middle
School and repurposing the space at FHUHS.  On March 31, the Central Office Staff will hold their
next Community Connection meeting.   Josh Brulette is working on a Community District Newsletter.
Tim Smith wonders  if we have a Parent Advisory Committee seeking input on the Middle School
Project.  He mentioned that the Innovation Committee once had a good deal of input from parents
and community.  Brooke said this could be a charge for the new Admin team at the high school.  She
indicated that interviews will be held this Thursday. That team will be instrumental in helping to plan
the transition from Middle School to the High School.

Non-Union Fringe Benefits: Brooke reminded the Board that this is something they approve
annually. Peter Stone made a motion to approve the Non-Union Fringe Benefits as presented.  This
was seconded by Chritine Pouliot; motion was carried by the full Board.

Job Description: Included in the Board Packet was a job description proposal for the
504/EST/Student Center Coordinator position which is currently held by Sue Cornell.  Peter Stone
made a motion to approve the job description, Toni Lobdell seconded the motion; motion carried by
the full Board.

Retirements:
2020-2021 Retirements: Pat Williams - June 30, 2021 - FHG School-Wide Teacher; Julie Finnegan
made a motion to approve the retirement with regret, this was seconded by Peter Stone; Motion was
carried by the full Board.
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2021-2022 Retirements: Karon Chanski - June 30, 2022 - CVS English Teacher; Julie Finnegan
made a motion to approve the retirement with regret, this was seconded by Peter Stone; Motion was
carried by the full Board.

Resignations:
2020-2021 Resignations: Lynn Stack - June 30, 2021 - Sped Teacher Phil Hall - June 30, 2021 -
FHUHS Principal; Julie Finnegan made a motion to approve the resignation as read into the record,
this was seconded by Peter Stone and Motion was carried by the full Board.  Tim Smith thanked both
Lynn and Phil for their years of service.

Contracts:
2020-2021 Contracts: Michael Kell FHU LTS School Counselor $361.25 per day beginning on or
about March 19, 2021 2021-2022; Julie Finnegan made a motion to approve the contract for Michael
Kell and this was seconded by Glen Cousineau; Motion was carried by the full Board.

Contracts: Kim Alexander 5-12 Athletic Director - Salary $76,500; Julie Finnegan made a motion to
accept the Contract for Kim Alexander as 5-12 Athletic Director; this was seconded by Angie Charron;
motion was carried by the full Board.

Leave of Absence:
Kim Alexander - FHG PE Teacher - 1 Year (2021-2022); Julie Finnegan made a motion to  approve
the Leave of Absence request; this was seconded by Peter Stone; motion was carried by the full
Board.

Central Office Board Report
March 8, 2021

Superintendent’s Report

As always there is a lot happening in Slate Valley. I cannot begin to express the relief that school
employees feel regarding the news that they are all eligible for the vaccine. Our staff have gone
above and beyond during the pandemic and we so appreciate their efforts. It is wonderful to have
them receive this long awaited good news.

We are very thankful for the community support in regards to our budget. We know that this
pandemic has challenged us all in different ways and we need to continue to come together for our
students.  The passage of the budget puts us on the right path for district reorganization.

The high school is working hard to see if it is possible to bring all students back full time to in-person
learning after April vacation. We think it may be possible given some adjustments. We hope to be
able to make an announcement soon regarding this. As a district we remain committed to in-person
instruction as long as it can be done following the state and federal safety guidelines.

Director of Curriculum, Instruction & Assessment

In-person learning in Slate Valley consists of: outdoor classrooms, greater cohesion across content
areas (interdisciplinary focus), experiential and authentic learning in and outside of school, stronger
advisory systems, and a focus on essential topics and skills. September of 2020 prioritized positive
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relationships in hopes of staying connected if and when remote learning might need to occur. Please
take a look at Slate Valley’s Teaching and Learning digital newsletter volume 4 for examples of
in-person learning during the pandemic.

Slate Valley educators continue to engage students in learning in spite of extremely difficult
circumstances due to COVID19. A focus of mine as I plan for next year is to provide educators across
the district with data points to consider individualized student instruction in fall, winter, and spring.

Slate Valley did not administer NWEA to start the 2020-2021 school year. Instead, educators
determined what students needed through the collection of evidence on content and grade level
indicators. Walter Ripley, Slate Valley’s Data and Assessment Coordinator, and I recently examined
RIT (Rasch UnIT is a measurement scale developed to simplify the interpretation of test scores. It is
an equal-interval scale. Scores can be added together to calculate accurate class or school
averages.) growth from Winter 2020 to Winter 2021 for Grades 1-10 in reading and math in two ways.

First, we examined the average expected winter to winter RIT growth in math and reading from
winter 2020 to winter 2021. We looked at the expected gains a “typical” student would make between
one grade to the next. For example, a 3rd grade student moving to 4th grade is expected to increase
their RIT score by 9.82 in reading and 8.6 in math.

Then, we examined student progress from winter 2020 to winter 2021 on individualized student
MAPs RIT growth. For example, a student who is well below grade level might have an expected
growth rate in a year of 4 RIT points even if expected “typical” growth is 9.82 in reading as indicated
above. One of the features of the MAP assessment program is that for each student a projected RIT
growth is generated for each student based on their performance. This projection is individually
developed for each student in order to account for different rates of expected growth based on
currently measured achievement levels at the end of each assessment window. Each test taking
student is determined to have either met or not met this projection using a Yes/No measure in MAPs.

Slate Valley will continue to use 3 points of data to review student progress. K-5 we use F&P scores
and indicator scores from gradebooks to triangulate with MAPs data. In grades 6-10 we use MAPs,
SBAC and indicator scores from gradebooks to triangulate data. While in grades 11 and 12 we review
PSAT/ASVAB/ACT and other standardized measures in addition to indicator scores in gradebooks.

MAPs data speaks to Slate Valley’s continued examination of “benchmarking progress” and how we
use interventions (academic and behavioral) across our district and within schools.  We will continue
to examine how we “progress monitor” student academic achievement to learn and plan for improved
student engagement.

Slate Valley responds to MAPs data in the following ways:

●      K-12 EST District redesign team will examines interventions
●      K-8 SEL Curriculum (Second Step) and the use of behavioral interventionists at FHGS
and OVS examined for CES/CVS in the fall of 2021 and BVS in future years.
●      Provide additional resources to support differentiated instruction for PreK-8 academic
interventionists in 2020.
●      Review Learning Coaches K-8 to support universal instruction
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●      Review PreK-12 Instructional Vision Team focused on student engagement and universal
instruction.
●      Review K-5 F&P Assessments taking place twice a year (winter & spring) since fall of
2018.
●      Review MAPs (norm-referenced screener) being assessment administered 2x a year
●      Creating an electronic database for the collection of student academic data and a
structure to assist teachers to use the data to drive instruction. In order to monitor continued
improvement Slate Valley needs:
●      School based Continuous Improvement Plans (CIPs) goals associated with a
benchmarking tool (MAPs), behavioral and student engagement data.
●      CIPs prioritized investments in the Consolidated Federal Programs (CFP) Grant focused
on academic achievement, student engagement and safe and health schools.
●      Selection and implementation of a progress monitoring tool to measure growth during
interventions to accompany curriculum based measures and benchmarking assessment
(MAPs).
●      Have K-12 Behavioral interventionists in each building facilitating the District PBIS
framework
●      Continue professional collaboration between Slate Valley academic/behavioral
interventionists and K-8 Learning Coaches
●      Continue development and oversight of Fair Haven Union High School’s systems and
structures facilitating Act 77 (Personalized Learning Plans, Flexible Pathways, College and
Career Readiness and completion rates)
●      Continue differentiated professional development during the school year focused on
student-centered learning
●      Continue support for paid summer curriculum work PreK-12 focused on student-centered
learning
●      Dedicate time from 2:30-3:30 after students have been released from school for the
purposes of:

○      1 day a week, every other week being a student progress problem-solving (SPPS)
meeting (PLC for providing targeted intervention in the classroom) meets to review data.

○      1 day a week, every other week a designated time to work with special educators
or grade team partners must exist

●      Building based Early Release time focused on building based CIP goals
●      District release time focused on district perspective on building specific CIP goals

Director of Operations

Across the entire district, maintenance staff continues to be busy addressing routine building issues
while implementing our enhanced cleaning protocols this year to help allow us to continue in-person
instruction in a safe, healthy environment for students and staff.

In recent weeks we’ve been able to get started on our project to reconfigure and update the Guidance
Office space at FHUHS which has resulted in the creation of two new office spaces. New carpeting
was installed over the February break in the Guidance Office space as well which has helped give a
fresh, updated look to the whole space. Planning work continues for the planned restroom
modernization effort as well as the potential installation of a lift at the OVS Town Hall in order to
address accessibility issues and in general, make the space more efficient for use as a student and
community space. The Town Hall project will be going out to bid in the near future.
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Transitioning to the world of technology, the district’s Tech Integrationists continue to work with
teachers to support the effective use of a variety of digital resources many of which are new this year.
We have recently learned that vendors’ Chromebook inventory levels are finally starting to return to
pre-pandemic levels so we are working through the process of getting an order ready to make sure
we continue to have the devices necessary for students. Finally, our cooperative efforts with the
district’s athletic departments continue and to date have been going well as a means to allow the
community to view athletic competitions remotely via our district YouTube channels. This is something
we hope to be able to continue in the future even after we are able to start welcoming spectators back
in the buildings based on the feedback we have received as it has provided the opportunity for many
individuals to watch our student-athletes compete who live out of the area, having conflicting work
schedules, etc.

Director of Special Services

As you may recall, the special education Rules have been open for comment as necessary changes
have been anticipated to match the significant changes in our funding system that will result from full
implementation of Act 173. Those of you who have been following the revision of Vermont’s special
education Rules know that it has been quite a journey. For those of you that are not familiar with
where we are, here’s a synopsis:

● Revision of Rules for Implementation of Act 173: Act 173 required that the 2360 Rules
Series (aka our special education rules) be revised to implement the change in the funding
system. Primarily, this meant pulling out the chapter on funding and replacing it with a new
series (1300 series). However, when Rules are open, they are fully open for revision. A
number of changes were made to the 2360 series, including a change in the definition of
special education to more closely align with the Federal definition. VCSEA supported this draft
(changes summarized here), which entered the public comment period last spring.

● Public Comment of Draft 2360 Series: During the extended public comment period,
there was significant public comment on other requested changes to the special education
rules. Primarily, this comment coalesced around three main issues:

○ Adverse effect
○ Eliminating the use of a severe discrepancy model for SLD identification
○ Parental input/consent

● State Board Subcommittee: The State Board convened a working group to address
these three areas. The worksessions included a VCSEA representative, a Disability Law
Project representative, Jacqui Kelleherand Emily Simmons from the AOE, and the State Board
members. This group met extensively to come to consensus around changes. VCSEA used
the input of our all-member meeting in December to inform these changes. VCSEA supports
the resulting draft language agreed upon in this working group; however the timing of the
changes poses some real challenges.

● State Board Preliminary Adoption of 2360 Series changes: At their February meeting,
the State Board gave preliminary approval to additional changes (summarized here in a
side-by-side document). These changes will then go to the Legislative Committee on
Administrative Rules (LCAR), and would go into effect July 1, 2022.
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In summary, we have some significant changes coming our way...and the changes in the special
education rules will have a significant impact on how all of us do our business of education.  More
details to follow.

Director of Finance

It is always a relief when the budget passes in March. When we have to go back and redo our
budget it is disruptive for our staff, our students and our community. It is good to have it behind us so
that we can move on to the other important things we need to focus on besides the numbers. I would
like to thank all the Board Members for your support, and the time and effort you put into advocating
for the budget in your community.  Every vote counts!

Since I don’t need to talk about the budget this month I want to share with you the great things that
have been going on in the Business Office. Back in the winter of 2019, in anticipation of the merger
that formed Slate Valley Modified Unified Union School District, the Business Office had begun
implementing Infinite Visions which was the next level of financial software available to school
districts through Tyler Technologies. Prior to the merger, all of ARCEUS's town school districts had
been on ProFund since July of 2006. ProFund was an older Tyler Technologies product that had
served the districts very well for 13 years, but Tyler had indicated that they would be phasing out
ProFund. If a district needed a new database due to a merger, the district would have to implement
Infinite Visions. Early in our implementation of Infinite Visions we learned that the AOE had gone to
the legislature and asked them to make it mandatory that all school districts adopt a Shared School
District Data Management System (SSDDMS). The SSDDMS chosen was eFinancePlus (eFP)
which is a PowerSchool product. We quickly changed course and made due with ProFund for one
more year. We began implementing eFP at the end of 2019 into 2020 to be ready to go live on July
1, 2020 to coincide with our full merger which formed Slate Valley Unified Union School District.

The implementation of eFP was a huge undertaking for the Business Office and required a great deal
of work especially for Ann Pelkey and Barb Phillips. I attribute the success of our district’s
implementation of eFP to the hard work everyone (Paula Danforth, Jennifer Book and Sheri Nichols)
put into learning the system in order to do their job, and their ability to get our districtwide end users
up and running on the system. Successful implementation of eFP has not been the case for all of the
19 districts that have implemented eFP. New legislation (H.91) has been introduced and is being
discussed by House Education related to pausing future implementations of eFP and no longer
making adoption of a shared SSDDMS mandatory. There are 35 districts remaining that need to
implement eFP. RHR Smith provided testimony in the form of a letter to ACSD which describes many
of shortcomings of the system. (I have provided the Finance Committee with that letter.) I am in
favor of pausing future implementation until issues with the system have been resolved, but I do not
believe that implementation of the SSDDMS should be voluntary. I cannot say enough in praise of
the Business Office and their ability to successfully implement eFP. It has been extremely difficult
given the issues with the system. I am very thankful for their dedication and their willingness to make
a less than optimal system work. The fact that this may be the first time you have heard of these
challenges is testament to their hard work each day.

While we have been implementing eFP we have also been implementing several other FrontLine
Education Systems products. On July 1, 2019, we implemented FrontLine Absence and Substitute
Management. This system automated our employee leave request process and integrated it with an
automated substitute calling system. Sheri Nichols and Jennifer Book work together assisting our
staff and our substitutes with use of the system. On July 1, 2020, we implemented FrontLine Time
and Attendance which automated the timesheet process for all our hourly staff. Now instead of filling
out paper timesheets staff can swipe their badge at kiosks located in their building, use a mobile app
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on their phone or use a PC to sign in and out on their timesheets. The timesheets integrate with the
absence system which means approved absences are pre-filled on timesheets. Time and Attendance
required a great deal of work for Jennifer Book and Ann Pelkey to implement. The impacts on our
system of COVID-19 made it very clear that a paperless system was needed. Currently we are in the
process of implementing FrontLine Central which will automate many of the employee forms and
contracts we use throughout the district. The FrontLine Central implementation is again falling to
Jennifer Book in her role as our Human Resources Coordinator and Chelsie Brill, Executive Assistant
to the Superintendent.

Finally, I need to mention Liz Blum who joined the Business Office in July in the midst of a pandemic.
It has not been easy for her to learn all of our new systems even while we are still learning them
ourselves. She had very little opportunity to train with Barb so she has had to just jump in and figure
it out. We are thankful to have her on our team because it really takes all of us working together very
hard to run the business functions for the school district.

Other Business: Rebeckah St. Peter said she has had feedback from the community regarding our
web page and the menu is not user friendly. Discussion ensued. Chris will review and rework the
menu to address the concerns and work with Principals to make sure events are being posted.

Executive Session - If Needed: None needed.

Agenda Building:
● Weighting Study Formula to be discussed
● Contracts
● COVID Updates
● Reorganization
● Annual Grant Authorization
● Board to Authorize Central Office to Sign Contracts

Adjournment: Pati Beaumont made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 8:33 p.m.; this was
seconded by Peter Stone.

SVUUSD Board Meeting - March 22, 2021 - 6:30 Virtual
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